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Spring arrived!
with the juniors, Kamohelo Rantsane
and Chulumanco Phantsi (grade 8)
both walked away as Mr and Ms
Spring Senior and won the overall
competition. A special
congratulations to these much
deserving winners.

Anathi Chikongwane

A day filled with good fashion, good
music and divine food, Sterkspruit
Christian School yet again held the
annual Spring Day on the 1 s t of
September 2017. This day was to
generally welcome the vibrant colour
of Spring over the recent chilly season,
something that brought pure bliss and
happiness to many.
most of their time before the day would
be declared over.
A 'Mr and Mrs Spring' competition was
held in the school's hall, courtesy of
the Gr 11 class. The setting was relaxed
and spectators were able to dance and
be entertained during the event. Taking
centre stage is not an easy task and for
that reason we would like to thank
every learner who stood against all
odds and took part in the competition.

Teachers and students alike were
dressed in bright coloured clothing to
bring life to the day that was set out
ahead of them. To warm everyone up
and kick-start the day, every individual
was expected to participate in a fun run,
which spanned over a few metres
around the sports field area. This was
an easy and enjoyable way to energise
everyone. Following this, with joyful
spirits, everyone set out to make the
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Spring day progressed normally
thereafter with food and refreshments
being sold by teachers and learners
who took charge of their own stalls,
allowing them to sell anything they
desired. This meant that all the profit
made was theirs to keep, a
Although every participant displayed convenience which furthermore
great charisma and confidence, only 4 contributed to the atmosphere of the
people would be chosen to win the day.
entire competition – a boy and a girl,
each from the junior and senior After all the stomachs were filled,
participants respectively. From the children having consumed too much
junior participants, Olena Tindleni candy than could be handled, and
and Silake Nombewu were crowned even a few dance moves from the
Mr and Ms Spring Junior with gifts educators. The day filled with fun and
accompanying this achievement. As excitement soon came to an end.
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From the editor...
As with anything that has a beginning,
this is the last issue of the Gazette for
2017! However sad endings may be,
there is always a certain kind of beauty
that comes with it that may not always
immediately be evident at first glance.
This last issue forced me to reflect on
the year, 2017, although it has not
officially, come to an end. Naturally,
the challenges I faced and the
challenges the Gazette faced this year,
were the first to come to mind.
However, upon deeper reflection, it hit
me that during the time between the
beginning and the end, we are often too
hard on ourselves that we forget to live
in the moment and enjoy the beauty that
is found in the challenges we face. We
focus on having everything perfect
without flaws, forgetting that the true
essence of life is found in being
spontaneous and not always in
perfection. This brought me to the
realization that between the beginning
and the end, there is bountiful growth
that makes all the challenges
worthwhile. It is for this reason that we
need to be less hard on ourselves
because the best thing you can do for

yourself is to be kind to yourself and to
be patient with yourself. Acknowledge
your mistakes and move forward with a
positive attitude. Keep on reminding
yourself that you are only human
without making that an excuse to be
mediocre. In the midst of the
challenges, find your strength.
Somewhere between the beginning and
the end, discover yourself and embrace
your identity.
With that being said, as we celebrate
Heritage month, wear your heritage and
culture with pride! As the saying goes,
“Umntu ongazaziyo apho avela khona
ufana nomntu ongazaziyo ukuba
uyaphi” which directly translated
means, “A person who does not know
where they come from is the same as a
person who does not know where they
are going.”

NB
School
re-opens on
9 October
Exam start
dates:
Gr 12: 16 Oct
Gr 11: 24 Oct

Enjoy the last issue of the Gazette for
2017, brought to you with love!
Until our paths cross again!
Sino

It is passion that persuades...

Gr 10: 30 Oct
Gr 7-9: 9 Nov
Gr 4-6: 15 Nov

Trust yourself it is the first rule of success.

Gr 1-3: 17 Nov
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New educators at SCS
Snongo Manzi

Left:
Mrs L. Mwelwa is the new
register teacher for Grade 7A

The school also welcomed Mrs
Ellenè Miller in the Foundation
Phase. Ms Miller is the new class
teacher for Grade 3B.
Mrs Miller completed her B.Ed
degree at the North West University
in Potchefstroom. She is originally
from Alberton, close to
Johannesburg. She taught Grade 1
and 2's for the last eight years at a
Sterkspruit Christian Private School school in Germiston.
welcomes Mrs Mwelwa, who
describes herself as a calm person who When Mrs Miller were asked why she
enjoys reading, writing and baking in chose teaching as a career, she said
that she became a teacher because of
her spare time.
her passion for helping children.
Mrs Mwelwa grew up in Lusaka,
Zambia and went to Kabulanga Girls
High School , where she finished her
matric. She furthered her studies at the
University of Zambia. Mrs Mwelwa
studied teaching and obtained her
secondary Teachers Diploma. She also
obtained a certificate in ACE
Psychology Of Education at the
University of Free State. Before SCPS
she was a teacher at Nhalo High
School.
Why the teaching faculty?
“I used to work at a private company as
a youth training manager, I then
discovered that I could work with
young people and that I could teach.”
How is SCPS so far?
“It is a well-structured and orderly
environment, I like the Christian
atmosphere as well. It is not every day
that you can go to work and have praise
and worship, I really like that about the
school, especially the assembly. ”
May your time with SCS be blessed!

It was a big change for Mrs Miller to
move from the city to the ‘platteland’.
She said that she never thought that a
city girl like her would settle in the
country side, but her husband grew up
in Lady Grey so when he received the
opportunity to work in Aliwal North,
he grabbed it with both hands. She
commented: “I found work at SCS
and I’m so blessed to be at a school
surrounded with such beautiful
nature. Life is much calmer and safer
than in the city.”
When asked how she has experienced
SCS so far, she commented that she
loves teaching at SCS and that the
staff and learners are so friendly and
immediately made her feel at home.

Above:
Mrs E. Miller is the new class
teacher for Grade 3B

rejoicing every single second of every
day.”
We asked Mrs Miller what are the
basic things she would like to teach
her learners.
She answered that there are eight
simple rules she always teach her
children:
1. You deserve to be respected and
loved.
2. Challenges will make you
stronger.
3. You are what you think of yourself.
4. We are all humans, we all make
mistakes.
5. Be friendly, forgive others.
6. Hard work pays.
7. You must never stop learning.
8. Be grateful to others.

Mrs Miller says that her motto in life
is: “A great attitude becomes a great
day, which becomes a great month,
which becomes a great year, which
becomes a great life.” That’s why I
always try to see the positive side of Mrs Miller surely has a lot to offer her
everything in life, and always wear a students and it is hoped that she
smile on my face. With God in our enjoys her time with SCS.
lives ... we should be smiling and
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Vananco
Wholesalers

The best
Wholesaler
in town!
Tel. (051) 611 0937
Fax: (051) 611 1321
107 Herschel Road, Sterkspruit, 9762
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Achume Sidlai

Youth for Christ

Above:
The youth of the church “Members in Christ” visited SCS with an inspirational message of God’s Salvation.
According to the GIIG, this scripture
means that when we were slaves of sin,
we were free from righteousness. But
now we have been set free from sin and
we are slaves of God. Our gain is a life
Faith in the Lord, Jesus Christ, is the fully dedicated to Him, and the result is
foundation upon which sincere and eternal life.
meaningful repentance must be build.
If we truly seek to put away sin, we These Godly driven youngsters from a
must first look at Him who is the author c h u r c h c a l l e d ' M E M B E R S I N
CHRIST' in Pretoria, filled the
of salvation.
premises with divine joy and
Romans 6:23 says: “For sin pays its happiness. They went to each class and
wages – death, but God's free gift is explained the scripture above. The aim
eternal life in union with Christ Jesus for this organisation was not only to
learn about God but to allure people to
our Lord.
salvation.
On Thursday, 14th September the
GIIG (God invests in generation)
youth group visited SCS for a
phenomenal praise and worship.

“Learners and educators of SCS should
be aware of the privileges they have.
Learning about God and spreading the
word, gives light to a world full of
darkness,” they said when enquired to
give feedback about their overall
experience.
The GIIG believes that God has called
upon then to spread the word. But the
journey does not end here. Christians
should always make their lives
countable in the kingdom of God.

by
Thabo
Mothabeng
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Profile: Bongani Phangwa
Sinovuyo Damane

Success is often said to be a result of
continuous hard work and a hunger to
succeed. It is no doubt that Bongani
Phangwa's determination and strong
will to succeed are the ultimate reasons
he has achieved his dream of working
in the Civil Engineering field and also
the reason he continues to thrive!
He speaks to the Gazette about his
experiences as an adult and how
Sterkspruit Christian School prepared
him to take on the world!
Take us through your journey from
the year you matriculated until now.
After matriculating in 2007, I enrolled
at the Nelson Mandela University
(NMU) in 2008 for a National Diploma
in Civil Engineering. Directly after
completing my studies in 2010, I
joined Aurecon, an international
engineering company where I was
involved in the design and
implementation of various engineering
projects. During my years at Aurecon I
also furthered my engineering studies
on a part-time basis and completed a
B.Tech in Civil Engineering (Urban
Engineering).
After working six years at Aurecon I
moved to MDC, a smaller engineering
firm that focuses more on community
development projects where I was also
involved in the design and
implementation of various engineering
projects.

Hard work pays off!

What encouraged you to choose this
particular career path?
Growing up I was always passionate
about developing our disadvantaged
communities, at the same time I was
also fascinated by the science and
engineering field. When I was doing
research on the possible career paths I
could pursue, I discovered that Civil
Engineering was one of the fields
where I could pursue my passion for
engineering and community
development.
What life lessons did you learn from
being in SCPS that were not from the
curriculum, but from observation and
advice you may have received from
teachers?
There are a lot of life lessons that I've
learnt during my years at the school but
the one that stands out for me is the
school's motto “Do onto others as you
would have them do to you”. This still
resonates within me and I always try to
apply it in all aspects of my life.
Another life lesson I learnt was that
success is as a direct result of hard
work. Mr van Rensburg used to explain
this by comparing it to the laws of
physics “For every action, there is an
opposite equal reaction” and this was
also reinforced by one of Mr Piet
Oosthuysen's quotes, “You reap what
you sow.”
The close-knit environment and
Christian values that I was exposed to
at the school have always motived me
to become a better person in the
community.
What are some of your favourite
memories from your time at SCS?
I must say I really enjoyed my school
days at SCS and also generated a lot of
good memories from those days.
From the long list of wonderful
memories at the school, some of my
best memories include the annual
Spring day celebrations which never
disappointed when it came to the fun
games and activities.
The second memory was when I was

appointed as the Headboy of 2007. It
was a great honour as it demonstrated
the trust and confidence both the
teachers and learners had in me. This
was also a great experience because it
not only allowed me to develop my
leadership skills but also to discover
myself.
What kind of learner would you
describe yourself as being during
your years at SCS?
I was a determined and goal-driven
learner. I always believed in setting
targets for myself and putting in the
work to achieve those goals. I could
say I was also a bit competitive.
Where are you now?
I'm currently working for a Civil
Engineering Consultancy firm as a
Designer specialising in water and
wastewater infrastructure.
I am currently following one of my
other passions and pursuing a postgraduate qualification in Business
Administration at the NMU Business
School. After completing my studies, I
hope to further serve our communities
through innovative engineering and
business solutions.
From both your experiences as a
learner and as an adult, what advice
would you have liked the younger
version of yourself to have known?
“Only you set your own limits in life.”
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The Divine Truth
By Joyce Meyer

Have you ever wondered why some
believers experience the best life
God has for them, while others seem
to only reach a certain point
somewhere between mediocre and
less than ideal? Some end up
settling for less than the best and
grow stagnant in their walk with
Christ. And then there are still
others who meet Christ, receive
salvation , but then quickly walk
away from the precious gift they just
received.
In the Bible, Jesus tells a simple
story that gives us powerful insight
into why some Christians can not
hear God’s Word and not bear any
fruit from it while others do bear
fruit, but at different levels.

Contributed by Mrs Nepgen

Sowing the seeds of
greatness
think about which one fits you.

is the reason some people only bear
thirtyfold or sixtyfold, like the
parable describes. If we want to
reap a harvest of hundredfold, then
we must get the compromise out of
our lives, which is anything contrary
to Scripture.

The first type of ground is weak,
unprepared ground that allows the
enemy to easily snatch up, or steal
the seed that’s been sown. An
example of this is a believer who
gets angry with someone right after
a powerful message in church, so For example, if you’re bitter with
someone, your heart is not right with
they lose what they received.
that person or with God and you are
The second type of ground has no c o m p r o m i s i n g y o u r g o d l y
Someone may have
depth. This represents a shallow character.
Christian who may love God, but treated you badly, and you may feel
they live controlled by their will and justifiably upset - but according to
emotions instead of the Holy Spirit. God’s Word, you have no right to
stay angry with them.
Then there is the ground that cannot
focus. This is a big problem today Remember, God is not mad at you.
because we have so many frequent He’s forgiven us for every sin we’ve
distractions, like cell phones, that confessed and repented of, and we
keep people from spending time need to forgive others too.
with God, causing them to miss out
LIVING IN THE RIGHT SOIL
on things He wants to tell them.
If we want the best God has for us,
Lastly, Jesus described the good soil we need to simply till our soil and
that takes the seed and produces a remove the rocks, like compromise
harvest. This is where we want to be or a weak commitment level. Give
God your all and don’t hold back!
if we want God’s best.

You see, God has no favourites. He
gives you and me the same
opportunity to have the very best.
So, if we want to reap God’s best in
our lives and not just settle for
something less, we need to study
what Jesus talked about. Let’s take
a look at the parable of the sower in
Mark 4: 3-8: It starts with “Give
If you are not experiencing the
attention to this!”
harvest of God’s best in your life, it
Notice how Jesus first says: “Give could be that you need to become
attention to this!”. Obviously this better soil for the seed of His Word.
parable is important. Next we need If so, there is something that you
to understand that the sower is the need to know....
Holy Spirit, the seed His Word, and
everyone receives “the same kind” COMPROMISE LIMITS GOD’S
of seed. God is no respecter of BEST
persons and each of us hears the
same Word of God, no matter what Compromise relates to a lack of
commitment. If you are not fully
our circumstances.
committed , you will not reap the
The ground is the key in this hundredfold harvest that God says
parable. Lets look at the four types you can receive. A commitment
of ground or soil Jesus describes and level to Christ that’s not 100 percent

A heart that’s totally committed to
Christ provides excellent soil for the
seeds of God’s Word to take root and
grow into a hundredfold harvest that
will amaze you. And that’s what He
wants for you. So don’t settle for
less than the best of what He has for
you!
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MAZE
Find your way from start to finish...

Soduko

Try to move from the start to the end by
following the chain of animals. The last
letter of each animal’s name is the first
letter of the next animal’s name. We’ve
joined up the first three for you ...(the last
one is a bit of a trick)
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Grade 11 learners perform well at
the Eisteddfod
A number of Grade 11 learners
participated in the annual Eisteddfod
held in Aliwal North this year. These
learners entered poetry original
writing and digital art pieces.
Their results were as follows:
Amahle Ngcakane:
2D Drawing -Silver
3D Drawing - Bronze
Poem - Double Gold
Lwandile Bukhula:
Prose - Gold
Poetry - Bronze
Simvuyile Sithole:
Poetry - Double Gold

Above:
Z. Jikumlambo; S. Sithole; A. Ngcakane,Z.
Tindleni; L. Bukhula and T. Young all did very
well in the annual Eisteddfod.

Tamara Young:
Essay - Silver
Graphic art - Bronze
Zihle Tindleni:
Digital art - Gold
Digital art - Bronze
Essay - Silver

Above:
Art by Z. Jikulmambo

Zukile Jikumlambo:
2D Art - Gold

by L. Bukhula
Far above: Digital art by
Above middle: digital art by Z Tindleni
Left: digital art by Z Tindleni
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Sterkspruit Christian School and the Bee!

Achume Sidlai

Above: The foundation phase English
Above: The Intermediate phase
spelling bee winners were: B. Qitgi (Gr English spelling bee winners were: T.
1); M. Sigudu (Gr 2) and S. Nongongo Mbuma (Gr 4); Z. Mdebuka (Gr 5)
(Gr 3)
and K. Licela (Gr 6)

“It is not enough to be able to spell
“magnificent” in your bedroom. You have
to be able to spell it over the microphone
during the spelling bee!”, Lewis Cynthia.
Language has an irreplaceable role in our
lives and as mankind we have grown to
depend on it as an important way of
acquiring knowledge. But how valid is
language as a way of acquiring
The Senior phase English spelling bee
knowledge?
winners were: S. Mfisa (Gr7); L.
Ntlemeza (Gr 8) and P. Baduza (Gr 9)
Well, there is various ways in which one
can tackle this question. But SCS says:
Word is considered to be a mysterious
contrivance of communication in our
everyday life. Well-chosen words have
the power to inform, influence, educate
and entertain others.
Our school chose various learners from
Grade 1 to Grade 12 to take a stand and
participate in the SCS English and
Afrikaans annual Spelling Bee. The
outstanding performance of our learners
were not only to select the pre-eminent
Spelling Bee champ, but to enhance
confidence, language and spelling ability.

Above: Lwandile
Bukhula won the FET
Phase English Spelling
Bee competition.

Above: The Intermediate
Afrikaans Spelling Bee
champions were R. Moloinyane
(Gr 4); M. Manzingana (Gr 5)
and K. Licela(Gr 6)

Sterkspruit Christian school applauds all
the Spelling Bee participants for their
courage, hard work and dedication.
And for the winners – the bee is still
buzzing.
Congratulations to each one of them!

Above: The Senior Phase Afrikaans
Spelling Bee champions were S.
Mfisa (Gr 7); K. Thene (Gr 8) and
B. Gcina (Gr 9)
Left: Chantè Botha showed everyone
how to spell by winning the FET phase
Afrikaans Spelling Bee competition.
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Grade 11's and 7's show their entrepreneurial skills
Anathi Chikongwane
To be a good businessman/woman one
day you will need to have practiced
certain skills to ensure that you can
handle the pressure of owning a real
business in the future.
The Grade 11 Business Studies
students as well as the Grade 7 learners
had an opportunity to get a grasp of
what the business world is like by
holding their own Entrepreneurs Day
on the 22nd of September 2017.
This entailed them creating a business
plan, implementing it by selling their
own products and then writing a report
of their results thereafter. A variety of
food, refreshments and sweets were
sold on the school's premises and the
Grade 7's and 11's made sure to keep
their customers full and satisfied.
We commend all of these aspiring
business moguls and we hope to see
them holding much success in future!

Above and right:
The Gr 7's made sure that
everyone with a sweet tooth had
something to satisfy their
craving!

Above:
The Grade 11's served
with a smile and a number
of them had the meat
lovers under their care!
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Top 5 Achievers
Tamara Young
Most of the time people think that a
student is successful when they get
good academic grades. But when you
observe the situation a little closer,
those who achieve good grades are
those who are hardworking and only
obey what the teacher asks.

The Top achievers for
term 2 in Grade 1
were V. Mbobo; T.
Machaba; Z.
Mandzigana; O.
Gova and I.
Dingiliswe

It's also said that a student is
successful when they find something
that motivates them to go to school
every day. Now the question is: “Are The Top achievers
the top achievers following these for term 2 in Grade
strategies?” The top 5 of this term are 3 were L. Machaba;
dedicated, hardworking and have a M. Kabanyane; B.
huge desire and passion to learn and Letsimo; D. Matiea
and
explore.
L. Ndungane
The top 5 academic achievers are
selected in each grade have to achieve
a certain average. This award
ceremony took place in the beginning
rd
of the 3 term and has created an
upsurge of interest amongst scholars
to work hard in order to achieve this
average. This has created a very
positive influence and made learners
realize that they need to be active in The Top achievers for term 2 in
Grade 5 were K. Ntoyi; A.
classroom performance.
Metuse; R. Munyai; Z. Mdebuka
and M. Mokhoantle.
The learners who have worked hard in
classroom performances, grades and
academic performances truly deserve
this award. We would like to applaud
them for their success.

The Top achievers for
term 2 in Grade 2 were
A. Kwinana; M. Sigudu;
O. Mataka; N. Parkies
and G. Setsipane

The Top achievers for term 2 in
Grade 4 were N. Tshepiso; A.
Mpelwane; K. Mtsila; R.
Moloinyane and S. Damani

The Top achievers for term 2 in
Grade 6 were O. Dada; B.
Hlekiso, Z. Mdlokavana; L.
Nombevu and K. Mdleleni.

The Top achievers for term 2 in
Grade 7 were S. Mfisa; I.
Ndugane and I. Mole

The top achiever in the FET phase for term 2
was S. Damane.
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Age is no reason for no exercising!
Lona Nkewu

Golden Games is to embrace active
ageing and to create an awareness of
E v e r y W e d n e s d a y m o r n i n g the abilities and capabilities of older
pensioners from around Sterkspuit get people. To participate in the games, a
together on the sport fields of person must be sixty years or older.
Sterkspruit Christian Private School.
These enthusiastic group of elders The participants can compete in track
take part in the Golden Games where a as well as field events. The track
number of sport activities are events include 100m, Duck walk and
presented. The purpose of the Passing the ball. The field events
gathering is to improve their lifestyles include Rugby ball throws, Jukskei,
Ring the stick and Soccer.
and keeping them healthy.

motivational speeches, discusses
general issues that the elders of our
community are experiencing as well
as guiding them through exercise the
keep them healthy. It is an initiative
started to keep the elderly active and
busy instead of sitting at home and
stressing. It is a day once a week where
they can just relax and feel young
again. It is a great initiative and we are
grateful for Mr Morake who has taken
his time and energy in helping out the
elderly.

Mrs NB Ntoyi, team manager of the Currently they are under the guidance
group, says the main objectives of the of Mr Israel Morake who gives them

Mr and Ms Spring Junior 2017

by Kamohelo Madiehe

by Thabo Mothabeng

Mr and Ms Spring Senior 2017
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“Sports Women of the year” award
presented to one of our own
Liyabona Nkolongwane
th

On the 28 August 2017, Ms
Kgopotso Moncho (KG) was one
of the eleven women who was
awarded with the 'Wise Sports
Women of the year' award as a
recognition for her hard work
with the Netball girls.
This wonderful ceremony was
held at Bensonvalle College Arts
Centre to appreciate the great
work these wonderful people do
for the community. Ms Moncho,
well known as 'KG' is coaching
the Sterkspruit Christian School

Netball team hand in hand with
Mrs Wendy Machobane.
We asked Ms Moncho what this
award means to her.
“I appreciate the award but it
does not define who I am. It is
honouring that people notice
what I do”.
We hope she continues with the
great work, wishing her nothing
but the best.

Spring day Fun
This year Spring Day
celebrations started with a 2 km
fun run for all students and
educators! No one was excluded
and even the tiniest Grade R took
on the challenge!
Very quickly the real athletes
showed their skills and before
you could blink an eye, the first
runners re-entered the sports
field. Mr Morake made sure
there was something special for a
number of learners and presented
to A. Giladile; L. Methuse and L.
Walaza each a T-shirt for their
enthusiasm.
The fun run made sure that the
adrenaline was pumping for the
start of the Spring day
celebrations and everyone agreed
that it is something that could
happen more often!
Right: Mr Morake presented L.
Methuse, L. Walaza and A.
Giladile. with T-shirts

Above left:
Teboho Mvelase was the
first runner back!

